List of SOUL KP Vendors

**RealizeIT** - [http://realizeitlearning.com](http://realizeitlearning.com)
RealizeIT is a versatile and scalable adaptive learning system. RealizeIT’s capabilities go beyond a traditional learning management system to make it a true learning measurement system. The system provides mastery-based adaptive learning capabilities in traditional and emerging competency-based learning models for a growing number of progressive institutions.

**Pressbooks** - [https://pressbooks.com](https://pressbooks.com)
Publish everywhere. Pressbooks is easy-to-use book writing software that lets you create a book in all the formats you need to publish.

**Flatworld** - [https://catalog.flatworldknowledge.com](https://catalog.flatworldknowledge.com)
FlatWorld believes that instructors are the key to quality student education. We’re breaking down the barriers to education by publishing high-quality textbooks at an affordable price.

**EdMap** - [http://edmap.com](http://edmap.com)
Our CURATE by Ed Map Professional service builds on our extensive experience supporting faculty and curriculum developers to create convenient and cost-effective course packs. Our experts search OER, multimedia, and other enhanced, enriched and governed content options to discover options to that can support institutions’ affordability strategies and learning objectives.

**Lumen** - [https://lumenlearning.com](https://lumenlearning.com)
Lumen Learning’s mission is to enable unprecedented learning for all students. We do this by using open educational resources (OER) to create well-designed and low-cost course materials that replace expensive textbooks. Because learning is about student success as well as affordability and access, we apply learning science insights and learning data analysis to develop iterative improvements to our course materials and learning tools. Lumen’s OER course materials are engineered to improve subject mastery, course completion and retention.